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America（1）: the critical reexamination of Henry Giroux （Part2）
Minoru Sawada
〈Abstract〉
I reviewed the main points of Henry Giroux's critical pedagogy and its criticisms
by a couple of important educational theorists in the US in my paper titled“Some
aspects of the critical educational studies in the United States of America（1）: the
critical reexamination of Henry Giroux（Part1）.”Here in this paper, I offer my own
critical viewpoints to Giroux.
First, I analyzed his discussion on education as an attempt to elaborate an
educational politics or political educational theory. In his thought of the articulation
between the modern and the postmodern, he brings back in his discussion a sort of
‘grand narrative,' or a totalitarian point of view, which is of course criticized in the
postmodernist theory, in order to reaffirm the importance of the comprehensive
political framework of such totalitarian political situations as global capitalism,
patriarchy, and cultural colonialism. Also, he converts the postmodern concept of
difference, which is frequently criticized as too much relativistic, into his own concept
of‘oppositional difference' for the resistance against the dominant culture. In addition,
he criticizes the apolitical aspect of what might be called‘text-reductionism’in a
certain sort of postmodernism, though he highly evaluates its critical viewpoint
toward essentialism. All these considered, his attempt to articulate the postmodern
to the modern can be thought of as an effort to build up a constructive politics of
curriculum and instruction, rather than just to critically analyze the exisiting ones.
Therefore, we have to examine the real effectiveness of his political discussions.
For the reexamination of his theory, I chose the following four angles :（1）about
the positivism or clarity of educational theories ;（2）about power relations around
the dominant culture and their transformation ; （3） about the multidimensional and
dialogical understandings on culture ;（4）about the difference of the theory of dialogue.
What I discuss in these terms are as follows :（1）Giroux will have to show us more
practical ways or concrete methodologies of applying his theoretical discussions in
real curriculum and teaching in schools ;（2）he will have to take into consideration
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the fact that we transmit some aspects of‘culture of power' or the dominant culture
to socially and culturally dominated people in order to emancipate them from the
effects of domination of the dominant culture, though we must not ignore the
importance of their self-esteem about their authentic culture;（3）he will have to refer
to more of what Edward Said calls the contrapuntal understanding f different
cultures in Culture and Imperialism;（4）he will have to reconsider the concept of
otherness as‘unexpected existence’in the theory of dialogue which can be seen in
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